Name: __________________________________________________________

Topic: __________________________________________________________

1. Introduction /10
   - Is the introduction effective at communicating the purpose of your project?
   - Is the introduction effective at communicating why anyone should be interested in your project?

2. Database and Background /20
   - Does the presentation discuss the database you used?
   - Does the presentation discuss what you hope to find from your database?
   - If you have a theory that suggests something about what you might find, do you discuss it?

3. Method Used /20
   - Does the presentation show, clearly and logically, how your analysis is appropriate for the database and the questions you are asking from it?

4. Results /20
   - Are your analytical findings presented completely, including everything needed to understand?
   - Are your analytical findings presented logically, building from the start of the analysis to the end?

5. Conclusion /20
   - Do you provide some interpretation of your results?

6. Overall Factors /10
   - Organization
   - Effective use of tables and other graphical elements
   - Clear writing style, including good grammar

Total Report Grade: ______________________ out of 100